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 Szczecin – The City for Students

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O35-NeBb0Z0



Welcome to the University

 The University of Szczecin, founded 30 years ago, may
boast itself on the fact that it is West Pomerania’s
largest university. The city and university are located in
direct geographical and cultural proximity to Germany
(ca. 150 kilometers from Berlin) and within 100-
kilometer distance from the Baltic Sea. Szczecin is
often referred to as the “Paris of the North” due to its
original urban design, i.e. distinctive star-shaped
squares and roundabouts. The city is especially valued
for its green spaces; there are plenty of parks and lush
green squares.



Welcome to the University

 University of Szczecin is a new, dynamic and, what is 
most important, successful university. Developing a lot 
of project throughout many years we're able to acquire 
funds equaling 20 million zlotys, mostly from the 
European Union.



Education
 University of Szczecin is a dynamically developing

institution with over thirty thousand students, half of
which study extramurally. Our students may choose
from 44 major courses. The offer of post-graduate
courses equals 58, with over 2000 students currently
attending. The MBA studies available at the Faculty of
Economics and Management currently have 82
attending students. Every year, there are about 500
doctoral students at our university.



Faculties
 Presently about 20,000 students are following full-time, evening 

and part-time studies at University of Szczecin. Nine out of its 
ten faculties are located in the centre of a beautiful, green town 
on the Odra river whose historical and modern buildings dot the 
centre and surrounding areas. 

 These are:
• Faculty of Humanities, 
• Faculty of Philology, 

 • Faculty of Economics and Management,
 • Faculty of Management and Economics of Services, 
 • Faculty of Biology, 
 • Faculty of Geosciences, 
 • Faculty of Mathematics and Physic, 
 • Faculty of Theology, 
 • Faculty of Law and Administration, 
 • Faculty of Physical Education and Health Promotion, 



Education
 The university has the right to confer doctoral degrees

in fourteen disciplines: biology, economics, geography,
history, pedagogy, philosophy, law, management,
linguistics, literature studies, theology, physics,
mathematics and political science.

 Seven faculties have the authority to confer the degree
of doctor of science, i.e. the faculties of: Humanities,
Philology, Biology, Management and Economics of
Services, Law and Administration, Economics and
Management, and Geosciences.







 Thank you for your attention.


